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PRINT & ONLINE WORKING TOGETHER
Magazine

18,860
monthly circulation

Machinery has been published for more than 100 years and has a long history of
providing high quality content about the ever-changing machine tools industry.
Constantly evolving to meet our readers’ needs, our monthly print title will continue to be the bedrock,
providing the latest original news, interviews, comment, and in-depth features.
To reﬂect the changing trends, our digital platforms have also been enhanced to meet the needs and
demands of the market, as users not only want to read content in print, but also on their smartphones,
tablets and laptops.
Machinery will soon launch a new website that will offer an improved user experience where we will
bring more news, products and features than ever before.

over

194,000
users annually (40% y-on-y growth)
who deliver

438,000
page views annually

Webinars and podcasts have also grown in importance opening new opportunities to the industry and
will continue to grow. Machinery can provide a service to host webinars and podcasts on any subject
within the machine tools industry, so if you have any ideas, get in touch.
Social media is also another key publishing platform, and we are very active on Twitter and LinkedIn so
give us a follow or contact us if you want anything shared.
We look forward to working and speaking with you.
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Our digital edition has been growing in popularity and to meet demand, we have moved to the
innovative new BlueToad platform, providing our readers a vastly enhanced user experience on every
mobile device.
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As part of its growing portfolio of
machine tools, GM CNC has now
introduced the Victor Vturn-A20Y
turning centre.

Victor Vturn-A20Y

www.is.gd/zDnqHd

www.is.gd/VToo7t

Range expanded

The future of Leicestershire
engineering company Automatic
Engineers is secure after it was
snapped up by acquisitive group
TGM Partners from Steve Evans,
who started with the firm as an
apprentice. www.is.gd/vCavoG

The Widia range of solid carbide and
indexable insert drills from Industrial
Tooling Corporation (ITC) has been expanded with a range of new indexable inserts
added to the Widia TOP DRILL TDMX modular drilling line. www.is.gd/xS0e3b

New safety interlock switches
Keyence has introduced a new range of safety interlock switches suitable for a

broad spectrum of machine safety applications. www.is.gd/JZwkeh
components under conditions that cannot be recreated
Additive manufacturing ﬁrms
Siddall and Hilton Products, one
in an experiment.
Desktop Metal and The ExOne
of Brighouse’s longest-established
Winbro HSD6-III
Capable of testing components from up to 1.7m x
Company have entered into a
manufacturers and largest
Engineering Technology Group (ETG) has brought the Winbro HSD6-III high-speed
0.5m x 0.7m, the surface heating will be 0.5MW/m2
definitive agreement pursuant to
employers, says its new £2m
EDM drilling system to the market. www.is.gd/y4soS2
over 1m2which
with power
to 1000kW
and
static welding machine is now
Desktopup
Metal
will acquire
all the specialist
magnetic of
field
useand
4 Tesla.
the will
issued
outstanding
fully operational after an extensive
Hybrid all-electric tube bending machines
CHIMERA
willofsimultaneously
subject components to
shares
ExOne common stock.
Unison Ltd has launched a new range of hybrid all-electric tube bending machines,
high temperatures;
high heat flux; static and pulsed
that it says brings the technology to an even wider range of companies involved in
www.is.gd/MTaLQw
magnetic loads; thermal cycling, fatigue, creep and other
tube manipulation. www.is.gd/Age45B
Protolabs
looking
to boostair or inert gas.
failure modes;
andisunder
vacuum,
The CHIMERA machineTechnology to improve plasma cutting
supply chain
capacity
in the
UK and
Components
will be
analysed
using
optical digital
being built at the FTF ESAB has introdduced SquareCut Technology to further improve the productivity of
customers
manage costs
with 3D surface
correlationhelp
and
laser metrology
to map
in
Rotherham
the launch
of a new CNC
Flexible
automated plasma cutting operations.
deformations
and damage.
These
and other techniques
LeadtoTime
option. and synchronise component
www.is.gd/hgwkyV
can be used
generate
www.is.gd/qNoDWW
digital twins – predictive models and simulations that
Robust force sensor
will be crucial to the design and qualification of future
Research commissioned by power
HBK has created a robust force sensor, the U10F, to provide long-term stability and
three month-long commissioning
tools manufacturer, Fein, has
precise measurement results, even in harsh applications and difficult environments.
programme. The Mayor of West
revealed more than two-thirds of
www.is.gd/9J3Erv
Yorkshire, Tracy Brabin, was given a
metalworkers would like to advance
tour of the facility.
their current ways of working by
TLM Laser adds new laser cleaning product
introducing new technology into their www.is.gd/PP7XE2
The latest addition to TLM Laser’s laser cleaning processing portfolio is the
role, improving the overall
JETLASER M100 system that uses maintenance free fibre laser technology and the
productivity of the sector.
company says it is compact in design and can be transported in a car.
Nexeon - the company developing
advanced silicon materials for
www.is.gd/C3Qqn0
www.is.gd/P3SJ6R
fusion power
plants.
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designed for VESA75 carrier arm mounting and can be placed more
challenges associated with construction of the machine,
collaborative research
2021, up from a £1,630m loss in
flexibly on the machine or system. www.is.gd/f1qsKb
due to it being the first-of-its-kind.
initiative.
the same period in 2020.
Greg Willetts, vice president of technology &
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verythe
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AEROSPACE FOCUS

The aerospace sector has suffered the most out of any due to the Covid-19
pandemic but although progress has been slow it is on the recovery path
and there are positive signs

October 2021

Gradual path to recovery
T

ODIN Daniel/ stock.adobe.com

he aerospace sector is still operating well below prepandemic levels but there has been an uptick over
the last few months as air traffic activity picks up
and that growth is slowly filtering down throughout the
entire supply chain.
ADS, the UK trade organisation representing the
aerospace, defence, security and space sectors ( www.
is.gd/w7WIHW ), reports 75 aircraft were delivered in July
2021, a 42% increase on July 2020, while an Index of
Production figures for June released by the Office of
National Statistics show UK aerospace manufacturing
output still 37.7% smaller than in February 2020.
As the recovery in orders and deliveries remain volatile
month to month, ADS notes it is difficult to precisely
forecast the pace of recovery as the aerospace sector
continues to feel the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Figures for global aircraft orders and deliveries for July
2021 continue to show a mixed picture with July orders
the lowest since January 2021, while deliveries continue
a slow recovery from the worst of the crisis. Customers
ordered 33 aircraft – while year-to-date deliveries for 2021
are now 66% ahead of this time in 2020, at 528.
However, ADS says there are welcome signs of
potential recovery supported by flight data showing UK
flight numbers now around 50% below 2019 figures, and
Europe-wide just under 30% below 2019 volumes.
The backlog of aircraft orders remains significant at
12,800 aircraft but has fallen from the pre-crisis peak of
more than 14,000. The backlog represents several years’
worth of work and significant value to the UK aerospace
manufacturing estimated to be in the region of £180bn at
current input levels.
ADS chief executive Kevin Craven is cautious and
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believes more needs to be done, even though industry
production rates and flight numbers are rising slowly and
showing welcome signs of potential recovery.
He says: “To continue to nurture the UK and
international aerospace and aviation recovery there is a
need for continued international cooperation and
coordination to restore flights and operations particularly
on the vital transatlantic routes to pre-crisis levels.”
The government last month announced changes to
reduce testing requirements and simplify country
categorisation, giving a boost to the aerospace sector.
Craven adds: “While numbers of flights in Europe have
recovered to less than 30% below pre-crisis levels, in the
UK we have experienced a slower aviation recovery to
date. These changes will help to support a full recovery
that will benefit the travel sector, the UK’s high value
aerospace industry and our whole economy.”
In their half-year results, Rolls-Royce explains that it is
confident that when border restrictions are lifted the
recovery of international travel will accelerate.

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
Critical to the recovery of the sector according to many
aerospace analysts is government support and this has
varied from country to country.
In some quarters the UK government’s approach to the
aerospace sector in the pandemic has been criticised, as
the aerospace manufacturing sector has not been
specifically targeted with a tailor-made package. In 2020,
the sector declined by 27% due to the impact of the
pandemic so there a lot of ground to make up.
In contrast, the French and German markets have
provided much higher levels of direct support during the
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last 18 months with a lot of projects linked to reducing
aviation carbon emissions.
The UK government has lofty ambitions to be a global
leader in cutting aviation emissions but investment is
lacking according to a recent report in the Financial Times,
where aerospace executives warned that cutting-edge new
technologies like electric aircraft, sustainable fuels and
hydrogen-powered aircraft could be developed overseas if
the UK government does not increase funding for research
and development (R&D).
The industry has reportedly been in
discussions with ministers over ensuring
state support for research into nextgeneration technologies. Funding has since
2014 been distributed through the
Aerospace Technology Institute (ATI) but
concerns about the government’s
commitment have evolved as the ATI has
suspended funding for new research
projects until next year.
When the decision was made it was met with
disappointment in the sector. The ATI’s annual
research budget of £300m is funded equally by industry
and government. Industry is reportedly urging the
government to increase its total share to £3.8bn to 2030,
which it in turn would match.
The ATI’s partners include heavyweight players such as
Airbus and Rolls-Royce, as well as smaller companies and
the ATI says about 80% of current research projects
contribute in some way to lower emissions so helping the
UK meet its targets.
The UK’s pre-Covid R&D funding in 2019 was 5% of
annual revenues, according to ADS, compared with 11% in
France and 8% in Germany. But while it has committed
less than £100m in R&D funding, according to ADS, both
France and Germany have put up billions.

OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK
Meanwhile, aerospace giant Boeing is as optimistic as
ever about long-term growth for the aerospace sector and
in its 2021 Boeing Market Outlook (BMO) released last
month, it forecasts $9 trillion aerospace market
opportunities in commercial, defence and services over
the next decade, up from $8.5 trillion a year ago, and
$8.7 trillion in the pre-pandemic 2019 forecast.
The US aircraft manufacturer notes a recovery is taking
place, with demand for domestic air travel leading the
recovery, and intra-regional markets expected to follow as
health and travel restrictions ease, followed by long-haul
travel’s return to pre-pandemic levels by 2023 to 2024.
Boeing’s 20-year commercial forecast through to 2040
projects demand for more than 43,500 new aircraft
valued at $7.2 trillion, an increase of about 500 planes
over last year’s forecast.
“The aerospace industry has made important progress
in the recovery, and Boeing’s 2021 forecast reflects our
confidence in the resilience of the market,” explains Stan
Deal, president and CEO, Boeing Commercial Airplanes.
“While we remain realistic about ongoing challenges,
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the past year has shown that passenger traffic rebounds
swiftly when the flying public and governments have
confidence in health and safety during air travel. Our
industry continues to serve an essential role of bringing
people together and transporting critical supplies.”
Boeing forecasts a $3.2 trillion market opportunity for
its served services market with commercial, business and
general aviation services representing $1.7 trillion and
government services $1.5 trillion through 2030.
Digital solutions, including analytics offerings,
interiors modifications and freighter
conversions, have proven to be bright spots
in the long-term services landscape as
customers adjust to leaner operations for
future growth and meet strong cargo
demand.
Training services will see a near-term
increase in demand as personnel
transition to new aircraft types, maintain
certifications and return from pandemicrelated pauses in active service. Demand for
services dependent on aircraft utilization, such as
maintenance, parts and supply chain, will continue to
follow the market recovery.
“Our customers are preparing for growth, and we see
fleet modifications and continued parts consumption
going hand in hand with the global fleet expansion,” says
Ted Colbert, president and CEO, Boeing Global Services.
“This demand will be coupled with the continued adoption
of digital tools and services to enhance fleet readiness,
reliability and efficiency.”
The BMO also projects the defence and space market
Left centre: ADS
opportunity will remain consistent with last year’s forecast
chief executive
at $2.6 trillion during the next decade. Boeing says this
Kevin Craven
spending projection continues to reflect the ongoing
importance of military aircraft, autonomous systems,
Below: Work on the
satellites, spacecraft and other products for national and
Rolls-Royce Pearl
international defence, with 40% of expenditures expected 700 engine (Picture
to originate outside of the US. ■
credit Rolls-Royce)
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Drawing on our extensive manufacturing database of over 160,000
contacts at 27,000 sites throughout the UK, Machinery can target, very
speciﬁcally, your marketing message to help deliver direct response for
any campaign you choose to run. No other publication has access to this
level of in-depth information. We are already working with some of the
biggest names in the manufacturing technology sector. Why not let us
show you how we can help you, too?
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE:
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for
Technology updates are a series of regular HTML’s focusing on
2022

a particular technology or Sector. Each update will be limited
to 4 companies and will comprise a small graphic and approx. 50 words
linked to the full story supplied by the advertiser. Contact details of each
click through will be delivered to the advertiser as a HOT sales lead.
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BAE Systems has been awarded a
contract valued at approximately
£135m, to drive forward the next
phase of capability enhancements
for Typhoon; one of the world’s most
advanced combat aircraft.

STEP to deliver commercially viable UK prototype reactor
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Bowers Group has extended
sponsorship of the University
of Wolverhampton Racing
(UWR) team to include the
team’s Morgan Plus Four Cars
into the 2022 season. www.
is.gd/57ViyH

LEAD FEATURE NEXT STEP TO FUSION ENERGY

for fusion plants
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If it’s targeted responses you’re looking for that are 100% trackable,
Machinery’s data offering is second to none.

Yamazaki Mazak is heading to this
year’s EMO Milan with 12
machines complimented by a
range of automation and
technology solutions that it says
promise to deliver the three key
customer benefits of productivity,
profitability and environmentallyaware manufacturing operations.
The Mazak stand at EMO
2021, which runs from the 4 to 9
October 2021 in Hall 5, Stand
E01 of the Fiera Milano in Milan,
will focus on how technology can
make machine users faster,
leaner, greener and more
intelligent.
The Mazak stand will showcase
a host of new machines, including
integrated automation solutions,
vertical machining centres and the
most recent additions to the
INTEGREX i-H series. Under its
theme of ‘Discover More’, Mazak
will display two world debuts at
the show and another machine

World-first machine
to test components

MACHINERY

We cover all the essential bases, keeping readers up to date with
information that supports them in their daily work. In addition, there
are the bigger manufacturing stories that offer a wider view of what’s
happening in UK engineering-based manufacturing. Whether its setting up
a precision machining facility or JCB’s latest engine parts machining setup, Machinery makes the visits others don’t to deliver the articles nobody
else will. More than 90% of our readers agree that there’s more original
content in Machinery than competing journals*.

Mazak to showcase 12 machines at EMO Milan

Hurco will hold an open house
exhibition at its High Wycombe
facility on the 6 and 7 October
2021, where it will show the latest
innovations it offers.
www.is.gd/Ohxe8N

Horn will launch at EMO Milan its
expanded DS range of solid carbide
end mills with new, high
performance geometry. The system
has been designed for use in high
performance cutting milling of high
strength steels.
www.is.gd/VlqBc3
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being exhibited for
the first time in
Europe.
In addition,
Mazak will
display its
latest CNC
technology,
MAZATROL
SmoothEz,
featuring a 15” touchscreen and
Environmentally-aware
an intuitive operating system to
manufacturing will also be a key
deliver increased efficiency through
focus with technologies such as
faster setup, programming and
energy dashboards and digital
operation for those with limited NC
serviceslow
helping
customers
programming experience.
building a sustainable
carbon
energytosupply for the
measure energy utilisation and
One of the key themes will be
During EMO Milan 2021 taking
future on a global scale in the second half of the century.
CO2 impact.
automation with over half of the
place from 4-9 October, Fanuc will
Fusion energy is being targeted for use from 2040, at
Mazak will also exhibit the latest
products showcased with integrated
show a number of new technologies
the earliest, but a number of hurdles remain before the
in virtual machining with the next
automation systems on show
on its stand E02 in Hall 7 that it
buildingofofitspower
plants that
produceSmoothAi
energy to the
generation
of MAZATROL
including the latest generation
says “turn the vision of an
National
Grid becomes
a Twin
reality.
and Digital
technology that can
flagship PALLETECH system,
a new
automated future into present-day
UKAEA’sand
head
of operations,
deliver machine
engineering
collaborative robot systemDamon
and Johnstone,
reality”. www.is.gd/JkMdS9
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business
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it the FTF,
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world-fiplans
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production
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solutions for high-mix,says:
low volume
Penny Hydraulics has invested
business
decisions.
work.
£150,000 to acquire a new 8.5
we will be able to
simulate
the extreme conditions found
tonne CNC lathe from TW Ward and
within a fusion power plant, but without any nuclear
says its arrival will speed up
reactions taking place.
manufacturing times and bring
U.S. aManufacturing
“This will enable
step changeTechnology
in our ability to verify
control back in-house of 90% of all
Orders for
report
by AMT –
Five degree apprentices from
Manufacturing SMEsand
in the
South
test
components
all published
UK and international
fusion
machined components.
The Association For Manufacturing
Gloucestershire-based global
East can access their share of more
research programmes. It therefore represents a hugely
Technology. www.is.gd/20QNmT
engineering company, Renishaw,
than £950,000 of dedicated
www.is.gd/pRlPp8
important national capability, enabling industry in the UK
have been awarded second place for support being delivered by the
their entry in the UK’s Engineering
Manufacturing Growth Programme
Vollmer will be presenting its
Alloy Wire International (AWI), has
without Borders competition.
(MGP).
sharpening machines and digital
completed a £100,000 investment
solutions at EMO Milan.
in a new testing room at its West
www.is.gd/YFOkLv
www.is.gd/wjOyv9
Midlands factory.
www.is.gd/RUtIJ4
SGS Engineering has moved into a
The University of
www.is.gd/SiIKsC
new Derby 17,500 square foot unit Strathclyde’s
Kern will showcase its micron
Advanced
precision machining centre at EMO after agreeing a deal with landlord
Trumpf’s machine
The UK Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA)Milan.
hasThe
opened
a new fusion energy research facility
Forming
Kern Micro HD machining Manston with a deal brokered by
tool eventually
business qualify,
and internationally to design, and
Salloway
that sees
SGS take
on a
Research
centre prototype
is now availablecomponents
in the UK
division
has seen
a plants.”
in Rotherham where a machine that will test
for future
fusion
power
components for future commercial
fusion
power
five-year lease.
Centre
from Rainford Precision.
change in
plants will be built. Justin Burns went along
to the launch to find outwww.is.gd/FoOSg7
more
(AFRC), part of
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www.is.gd/xwshgN
WORLD-FIRST MACHINE
the National
Stephen Mayer
At the Stephen
heart ofMayer
the FTF will be CHIMERA (Combined
Manufacturing
becoming the new CEO
Machine tool manufacturer Soraluce, represented in the UK by TW
usion energy has taken another step forward with
components in fusion conditions.
Heating and Magnetic Research Apparatus), a machine
Institute Scotland, is
of machine tools.
Ward CNC, will present its #MadeForYou client-oriented approach at
the opening of a new 25,000 square foot Fusion
The UKAEA ( www.is.gd/nDQTgb ) believes nuclear
designed to test metre scale prototype components in
opening an office in
EMO Milan from 4-9 October. This will showcase its machining solutions,
www.is.gd/n2XWWs
Technology Facility (FTF) on the Advanced
fusion
the potential
to “change
our world”
aslatest
an forging
environment
Sheffield, providing local
and representative of a fusion power plant,
technologies
andhas
services.
The European
manufacturer
will take– its
Manufacturing Park in Rotherham that will house a worldfusionin –milling,
the process
thatvertical
powers
the sun
– offers lowincluding
that
will be
exposed
thethe
harshest
forming houses with easy
access those
to
developments
boring and
turning
machines.
60 digital
leaders
now to
have
first machine in the shape of CHIMERA – to be used to
carbon
energy
with
fuels.
However,
conditions, suchvision
as the
first
wall,
blanket,
divertor and
support. www.is.gd/6qoEVR
One of the
highlights
will be
thevirtually
Soralucelimitless
PMG portal
gantry
milling
and
skills
to pursue
smarter
test prototype components and materials that can cope
bringing
it
to
the
electricity
grid
is
one
of
the
most
diagnostic
systems.
machine, to be presented on the Italian market for the first time. The
manufacturing through Made
with the conditions found inside a fusion power plant.model has
seismic
challenges
in of
technology,
it is traverse
potentially
be at theinnovative
forefrontLeadership
of fusion research
a longitudinal
traverse
10,000mm,but
a cross
of one
Orders for manufacturingCHIMERA willSmarter’s
4,000mmofand
vertical
traverse ofand
1,500mm.
www.is.gd/6B1JSo
technology reached $490.3m
in liveProgramme.
This machine will develop components and
theamost
rewarding
game-changing.
when it goes
in 2022. Once open, CHIMERA will be
June 2021, accordingthe
to the
latest
www.is.gd/fFB040
manufacturing techniques for future fusion devices,
As the world grapples with the effect of climate
only
device in
the world able to subject critical fusion
including prototype power plants. It will be the only place
change, development of Fusion energy is seen as
component prototypes to the combination of high heat
that industry and the research community can test
alongside renewable energy supplies, the pathway to
flux with static and pulsed magnetic fields within a
vacuum
or inert atmosphere
conditions that will be
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faced in large fusion devices such as the world’s reactorscale experiment ITER ( www.is.gd/9mwpe3 ) and in future
commercial plants.
The Spherical Tokamak for Energy Production (STEP) is an ambitious reactor concept by March 2024. STEP will use expertise from
Key fusion in-vessel components like the blanket,
UKAEA’s MAST Upgrade experiment, and in technology domains
programme run by the UKAEA to deliver a commercially viable UK
divertor and diagnostic modules are expected to be
such as remote maintenance, materials and component testing and
prototype reactor by 2040 that will see scientists working closely
tested. Optical digital image correlation and laser
tritium.
with the industrial supply chain, private fusion companies and
metrology will be used to map 3D surface deformations
At Culham, the UKAEA operates the UK’s fusion research
academia.
and damage due to the harsh testing environment.
programme and runs the Joint European Torus (JET) experiment of
The authority says that building on the expertise and expertise
In addition to providing invaluable test results, these
behalf of scientists from 28 European countries.
gained via work carried out over the last 40 years, STEP is a staged
and other techniques will be used to generate and
The world is coming together to build the first reactor-scale
programme to design and build a UK compact fusion reactor
synchronise component digital twins – predictive models
experiment, ITER ( www.is.gd/9mwpe3 ) and the UKAEA wants the UK
capable of providing electricity to the national grid within 20 years.
and simulations that will be crucial to the design and
to be at the heart of this and the place where the first fusion power
The UK government has awarded UKAEA £220m to undergo the
qualification of future fusion power plants.
stations are designed.
first stage of the programme – to develop an investible fusion
This ‘virtual qualification’ is a key strand of
CHIMERA’s capability and will enable virtual testing of
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Machinery goes after stories others ignore
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entered into an agreement to
that effect. www.is.gd/6ONsFr

Number of
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR 2022
Production Processes

Month

Production Support

January

Machining centres

Punch, profile, bend,
form

February

Turning

Additive
manufacturing

Waterjet cutting

Composites
machining

March

EDM & ECM

April

Machining centres

Drilling, including
deep hole

May

Turning

Punch, profile, bend,
form

June

Grinding, honing &
surface finishing

EDM & ECM

Machining centres

Sawing &
steelworking

Turning

Composites
machining

July
August
September

October

Grinding, honing &
surface finishing

Punch, profile, bend,
form

Machining centres

EDM & ECM

November

Turning

Waterjet cutting

December

Grinding, honing
& surface finishing

Sawing &
steelworking

Quality & metrology

Cleaning &
degreasing

Workholding,
accessories, barfeeds

CADCAM
& production IT

Grinding, honing &
surface finishing

Tooling

Coolants & cutting
oils

Sawing &
steelworking

Quality & metrology

Tooling

Workholding,
accessories & barfeeds
Micro-machining

Sectors
●

Tool, mould & die
making

●

Subcontracting
Motorsport

●

CADCAM &
production IT
Quality & metrology

Tooling

Special reports

Exhibition Previews/Reviews
Southern Manufacturing,
(8-10 Feb) Preview
● Formnext (Nov 2021) Review
●

●

Aerospace

Metav, Dusseldorf, Germany,
(23-26 March) Preview
● MACH 2022, Birmingham,
NEC (4-8 April) Preview
●

Medical
Heavy engineering

●

●

●

Subcontracting

●

●

Energy

●

●

Subcontracting
Automotive

●

●

●

Aerospace

●

Energy

●

Subcontracting
Aerospace

●

Industry 4.0 &
automation

Heavy engineering
Tool, mould & die
making

●

Five-axis
machining

Parts2Clean, Stuttgart
(11-13 Oct) Preview
● EuroBLECH, Hanover (25-28 Oct)
Preview

●

Turning

Cleaning &
degreasing
Tooling

Metrology

Industry 4.0 &
Automation (incl
Hanover Messe
Preview)

Part marking
& traceability
Additive
manufacturing

Tech Update
Digital

●

Control, Stuttgart
(3-6 May) Preview
● MACH 2022, Birmingham,
NEC (4-8 April) Preview
MACH 2022, Birmingham,
NEC (4-8 April) Show issue
● Hanover Messe (25-29 April)
Tooling, workholding & accessories

MACH 2022 product launch review

●

Subcon (7-9th June) Preview

●

Farnborough International
Airshow (18-22 July) Preview

●

AMB (13-17 Sept) Preview
IMTS, Chicago (12-17 Sept) Preview

●

CADCAM &
production IT

●

Part marking &
traceability

Subcontracting
Medical

●

Aerospace

●

●

Advanced Engineering,
Birmingham NEC (Nov) Preview

●

Energy

●

CADCAM &
production IT

●

Formnext (15-18 Nov) Preview

●

Subcontracting
Motorsport

●

Speaking
of success

●

Autosport Engineering,
Birmingham NEC (Jan 2022)
Preview

Additive
manufacturing

Quality & metrology

Drilling, including
deep hole

Workholding,
accessories & barfeeds

Industry 4.0 &
automation

Coolants & cutting oils

Tooling

●

●

Machining
centres

●

●
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Banners
Button
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Sponsored News
Sponsorship opportunities
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£300
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Contact sales for details

Technology updates
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clickthroughs

*Machinery Reader Survey

84%

Of readers find
Machinery’s regular
features useful*

78%

Of readers find
Machinery’s
supplements useful*

85%

Of readers find Machinery’s
news & product update
pages useful*
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Full Page
Half Page
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Ezine
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Sponsored News £630 per issue

2,962

Subcontractors
in our online
database

70%

Of readers prefer to
get their information
via the magazine*
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